
Product Features of Hills Reliance

Hills Reliance 
8

Hills Reliance 
12

Hills Reliance 
128

Independent number of zones 8 12 16

Expandable to a maximum number of zones
(a combination of hardwired and/or wireless) 8 16 128

Anti-tamper supervision of all zones
(hardwired and wireless) Yes Yes Yes

Full supervision of all expansion module 
and codepads Yes Yes Yes

Individual areas/partitions 1 2 8

Total number of user PIN codes (4 digit) 8 40 99

Maximum number of codepads 8 16 24

Codepad tampers Yes Yes Yes

Universal/Intelligent Arming
(single button arming for full or partial mode) Yes Yes Yes

Home mode/Partial mode arming Yes Yes Yes

Automatic arming (and auto partial mode arming) Yes Yes Yes

Re-exit Yes Yes Yes

Real-time event history (maximum events) 185 185 185

Fire alarm verifi cation Yes Yes Yes

Keyless Door Entry modules supported 1 2 4
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Reliance... One Choice 

Contact our nearest DAS branch and 
collect your FREE stubby holder:

NSW
Granville (02) 9897 7722
Rosebery (02) 9698 9698
Chatswood (02) 8467 1467

ACT
Fyshwick (02) 6280 9630

VIC
Rowville (03) 9755 6922
Coburg (03) 9383 2066

QLD
Ashmore (07) 5597 7203
Bowen Hills (07) 3252 5512

SA
Torrensville (08) 8150 9400

WA

Balcatta (08) 9240 4420

TAS
Hobart (03) 6272 2011

AUCKLAND
Penrose     (64) 9525 8007

CHRISTCHURCH
Sydenham      (64) 3374 6922

WELLINGTON
Petone, Lower Hutt (64) 4939 9355

www.das.com.au



Door/Window SensorsKeychain RemotesMotion Sensors

Advanced Wireless Technology Option
 
….because sometimes it’s impossible to run wires 
for the sensors needed to provide complete security.

That’s why for these installations, Hills Reliance 
offers a wireless receiver and a selection of wireless 
security sensors. Designed to compliment the Hills 
Reliance security system, this full line of wireless 
equipment allows you to tailor a security system to 
your exact needs.

Motion Sensors:

These wireless infrared motion detectors, without 
the need for wires, can be placed anywhere they are 
needed for additional security.

Door/Window Sensors:

Just add a sensor to any door or window in those 
hard-to-reach places that need protection. 

They can be placed on safes, gates, or any 
restricted areas.

Shock Sensors:

For large glassed areas eg. shop front, a shock 
sensor can be used to detect vibrations, notifying 
the security system if someone has forced or broken 
the window.

And whether your premises is leased or owned you 
can take your investment with you if you move.

The Key to Convenience
If you want control that is always right at your 
fi ngertips, the optional 2 or 4 button keychain 
remote is for you. Both keychain remotes serve to 
arm and disarm your system. The panic buttons can 
activate a siren to help scare the attacker away, or 
produce a silent report to the monitoring station in a 
duress situation.

Advanced Technology offers the best protection to your business

In order to accommodate you and your premises, the new Hills Reliance Security System has grown in capability and capacity to 
meet your increased needs and excellence you demand in security. It offers a higher zone count of 128 and access control features.

Using a simple to program and operating method, supporting up to 8, 12 or 128 sensors, the Hills Reliance allows you to protect 
small-medium commercial properties, retail business, warehouses and residential properties with one single powerful platform that 
is easy to manage remotely.

It’s easy to see why the Hills Reliance is the best investments you can make for your business. It provides fl exibility, performance 
you can rely on, and the security your business deserves.

Feature benefi ts for your business:

We understand that you have worked hard to build your business, and that protecting it is the highest priority. The new 
Hills Reliance Security System is specially designed to meet the ever-increasing demands on security systems - it’s the smartest 
move you can make to safeguard your business. With advanced and reliable technology, and using strategically placed sensors, 
the Hills Reliance has you covered in protective security.

Commercial
·  Expandable capability to 128 zones for more fl exibility – one platform for more sites
·  Built-in Auto Arming and Disarming for convenience of after-hours security 
·  Smart Auto Arming feature that checks to see if anyone is still on the premises before attempting to re-arm

Retail
·  Added access control features including REX, DOTL and Forced Door for improved security
·  Auto Partial Arm by Area allows the premises to automatically secure the perimeter of any area by a preset time while still  
   allowing free movement
·  Keyless door entry option available to manage staff access

Warehouse
·  Late to Close reporting by area provides greater security
·  Disable Bypass For Force Arm Zones can provide greater security to prevent force arm zones from being automatically bypassed
·  Available in 8, 12 and 128 zone capacity

We’ve made the Hills Reliance the 
simplest security system to operate

Function Keys:

On: 

Fully activate your security system to monitor all 
sensors.

Partial:

Activate the security system to monitor selected 
sensor to protect the perimeter while allowing 
movement within the premises.

Exit:  

Extends your exit time, when you need to re-enter the 
premises but do not want to turn the system off and 
back on. The exit time is selectable at installation.

Bypass:

Temporarily turns off detection devices. Individual 
detectors can be turned off for fl exibility.

Chime: 

This button turns the “Chime” feature on and off. 
When it is on, a pleasant ding-dong sound will let 
you know that an outer door (or window) has been 
opened, for example to announce the arrival of a  
visitor or family member.

EMERGENCY KEYS:

These can be programmed to contact fi re, 
ambulance, or police personnel via a 24 hour control 
room if an emergency occurs. Just press and hold 
the button for 2 seconds.

One choice to protect your business premises and assets 


